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Massless ‘‘just-so’’ solution to the solar neutrino problem
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We study the effect of the nonresonant, vacuum oscillationlike neutrino flavor conversion induced by
nonstandard flavor changing and nonuniversal flavor diagonal neutrino interactions with electrons in the Sun.
We have found an acceptable fit for the combined analysis for the solar experiments total rates, the Super-
Kamiokande energy spectrum and zenith angle dependence. Phenomenological constraints on nonstandard
flavor changing and nonuniversal flavor diagonal neutrino interactions are considered.
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Nonstandard neutrino interactions with matter can gen
ate neutrino flavor oscillations. This phenomenon was s
gested by Wolfenstein in his seminal 1978 paper@1#. Appli-
cations of this idea to the solar neutrino problem were fi
suggested in 1991@2,3# when it was observed that resonan
enhanced neutrino oscillations induced by nonstandard
trino flavor changing~FC! as well as nonuniversal flavo
diagonal ~FD! neutrino interactions can explain the sol
neutrino experimental data@4#, which clearly indicates a so
lar neutrino flux smaller than what is predicted by the st
dard solar models@5#.

Interestingly enough, such oscillations can be resona
enhanced even if neutrinos are massless and no vacuum
ing angle exists@2#, as a result of an interplay between th
standard electroweak neutrino charged currents and non
versal nonstandard flavor diagonal neutrino interactions w
matter. In fact, in this mechanism, resonance plays a cru
role in order to provide a viable solution to the solar neutr
problem@6–8#.

It should be emphasized that if such nonstandard neut
FC and FD interactions exist only with electrons, no reson
conversion can occur because the mixing angle in matte
constant, as we will see later, contrary to the case of
usual Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW! effect @9#, or
the case withd-,u-quark FC and FD interactions. From th
point of view, the oscillation induced by nonstandard ne
trino interactions with electrons alone is similar to t
vacuum oscillation mechanism despite the difference tha
occurs only in matter, inside the Sun.

This nonresonant neutrino conversion was first mentio
as a solution to the solar neutrino problem in Ref.@6#. Nev-
ertheless, so far, no quantitative analysis of this scenario
been presented.

In this Brief Report we investigate this possibility by pe
forming a detailed fit to the most recent solar neutrino da
We conclude that nonresonant neutrino oscillations indu
by nonstandard neutrino interactions can only provide an
ceptable fit of the data when not only the total rates measu
by Homestake, GALLEX/GNO, SAGE, and Supe
Kamiokande~SK! @4# were taken into consideration but als
the full SK recoil electron spectrum and the zenith an
dependence. We find also that this fit requires the new n
standard neutrino interaction parameters to be close to
experimental upper bounds. Here we assume that neutr
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have nonstandard FC as well as FD interactions only w
electrons which could be realized in some models such as
minimal supersymmetric standard model withoutR parity
@10# or SU(3)C^ SU(3)L ^ U(1)N ~331! models@11#.

In this work, we take a phenomenological approach
simply considering the following general evolution equati
for massless neutrinos in matter@2#,

i
d

dr S Ae~r !

Al~r !
D 5A2GFne~r !S 1 eel

eel eel8 D S Ae~r !

Al~r !
D , ~1!

whereAe(r ) andAl(r ) ( l 5m,t) are, respectively, the prob
ability amplitudes to detect ane andn l at positionr, and

eel[
Gnen l

GF
and eel8 [

Gn ln l
2Gnene

GF
, ~2!

describe, respectively, the relative strength of the FC and
~but nonuniversal! interactions, whereGnanb

(a,b5e,m,t)
denotes the effective coupling of the respective interacti
In this mechanism the mixing angle in matterum does not
depend on the electron density, and is simply given by

sin2 2um5
4e2

~12e8!214e2
. ~3!

We see that no MSW-like resonance can occur because
mixing angle in matter is constant and does not change a
the neutrino trajectory~however, see Ref.@12#!.

Let us introduce the two variablesr andf which define
the production point of neutrinos in the Sun, as shown in F
1. Then, for given values of (e,e8) and a given production
point in the Sun defined byr andf, the survival probability
of electron neutrinos at the solar surface can be written as@6#

P~ne→ne ;r ,f!512sin2 2umsin2
C~r ,f!

2
, ~4!

where

C~r ,f![A4e21~12e8!2A2GFE
0

xmax
Ne~r ,f,x!dx,

~5!
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 097301
where Ne(r ,f,x) is the electron density profile along th
neutrino trajectory which starts at the creation point (r ,f)
corresponding tox50, and ends at the solar surface cor
sponding tox5xmax. Note that there is no energy depe
dence in the probability.

From Eq.~4! we can estimate the oscillation length as

Losc[
2p

A2GFNeA~12e8!214e2

.
2.43102

A~12e8!214e2 F65 mol/cc

Ne
G km, ~6!

where we takeNe5Ne(R.0.1R().65 mol/cc as a refer-
ence value. From Eq.~6! we see that if eitheru12e8u or ueu
is of the order of 0.01, the oscillation length is typically le
than a few percent of the solar radius in the neutrino prod
tion region. This implies that for such values ofe and e8
there are many oscillations before neutrinos reach the s
surface, and that the final survival probability which is av
aged over the neutrino production point will be

^P~ne→ne!&.12
1

2
sin2 2um ~7!

for any values ofr and f and therefore for any sources o
neutrinos@6#. Therefore, such a rapid oscillation cannot
the solar neutrino data well.

As pointed out in Ref.@6#, an interesting possibility re
mains if bothu12e8u and ueu are smaller than;0.01. For
suche8 ande, if C;(2n11)p with smalln, neutrinos pro-
duced asne can be almostnx (x5m,t) at the solar surface
On the other hand, ifC;2np, ne remains asne at the solar
surface.

Since neutrinos from different nuclear reaction origi
have different production distributions, there is a possibi
that neutrinos from different reaction origins could have d
ferent oscillation probabilities. In principle, this could occ
if neutrinos oscillate only once or a few times before th

FIG. 1. Definitions of the variablesr and f. ~The size of the
neutrino production region was enlarged just for the purpose
illustration.!
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reach the solar surface, similar to what happens in the cas
the long-wavelength vacuum oscillation solution to the so
neutrino problem@13#.

In order to settle this issue we have performed a deta
x2 analysis in the same way as we did in our previous w
@8#, using the latest standard solar model~SSM! of Bahcall,
Basu, and Pinsonneault@5# ~BBP98! as well the latest results
of the current solar neutrino experiments coming fro
Homestake, GALLEX/GNO, SAGE, and SK@4#. In our
analysis, we compute the solar neutrino rates assuming
probability given in Eq.~4!, with neutrino production distri-
butions@5# properly taken into account.

In Fig. 2 we show the allowed parameter region det
mined by ourx2 analysis. We have used only the total o
served rates of solar neutrinos by four experiments. The
fit is obtained at (ueu,ue821u)5(2.4,2.9)31024 with xmin

2

57.5 for 4 ~data! 22 ~free parameters! 52 d.o.f. which cor-
responds to 2.4% C.L., indicating a poor fit. This is becau
the integrations of the survival probability over the variab
r and f tend to kill the ‘‘just-so’’ suppressions of the neu
trino fluxes, and the final averaged probabilities from diffe
ent sources end up with rather similar values to each ot
We have also performed ax2 analysis allowing8B flux to
vary freely but we do not find any significant change of t
fit.

The whole situation significantly improves when we i
clude the energy spectrum and zenith angle dependence
served by SK in ourx2 analysis. This is because, consiste
with the data, the mechanism we are analyzing in this pa
does not distort the8B energy spectrum and, for the value
obtained for the parameterse ande8, the neutrino oscillation
length in the Earth is much larger than the radius of
planet, inducing no significant zenith angle dependence.

The total combinedxmin
2 can be computed by simply add

ing two constant contributions from the spectrum and zen
angle without affecting the allowed parameter region p
sented in Fig. 2. In this case, we have obtainedxmin

2 525.6
for 24 d.o.f., which corresponds to 37.4% C.L. This mak
this solution to the solar neutrino problem comparable, in
quality of its fit, to the standard solutions based on us
neutrino oscillations, 36–50 % C.L., depending of the s

f
FIG. 2. Allowed parameter region. Region allowed by the to

rates. The best fit is obtained whenueu52.431024 and ue821u
52.731024, with xmin

2 57.5 for 2 d.o.f.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 097301
cific solution of solar neutrino problem@14#.
Here let us consider, as an interesting exercise, the

when the systematic error of the Homestake is assumed t
three times larger than it has been reported. In Fig. 3
present the region allowed by the rates under this assu
tion. We have obtainedxmin

2 53.3 for 2 d.o.f.~19.2% C.L.!
for rates only. Including the energy spectrum data and ze
angle dependence reported by SK, we obtainedxmin

2 521.4
for 24 d.o.f., corresponding to 61.5% C.L. This indicates
significant improvement over the case presented in Fig
We note that this kind of exercise could be worthwhile
consider when taking into account the possibility of so
unknown systematic effect of the Homestake experiment
this has not been calibrated with a radioactive source.

Let us consider if the required magnitudes for the no
standard parameters of the FC and nonuniversal FD neu
interactions with electrons are compatible with constraints
lepton flavor violation. Our statistical analysis shows th
although the FC parametere does not need to be very hig
(eel'1023), the nonuniversal FD parametereel8 is found to
be of the order of 1.

The value of the FC parametere is compatible with the
available phenomenological tests to the flavor conserva
law. In fact, the most stringent constraints on this param
are due to the upper bounds onm2→e2 e1 e2 and t2

→e2 e1 e2 @15#:

BR~m2→e2 e1 e2!,1.0310212,

BR~t2→e2 e1 e2!,2.931026 ~8!

at 90% C.L. Normalizing the above bounds to the measu
rates of the related lepton flavor conserving deca
BR(m2→e2 n̄e nm)'100 % and BR(t2→e2 n̄e nt)
50.178@15#, we obtain@8#

eem[Gem /GF,1.031026,

eet[Get /GF,4.231023. ~9!

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but the systematic error in the Ho
stake experiment was assumed to be three times larger. The b
is obtained whenueu52.331024 and ue821u53.131024, with
xmin

2 53.3 for 2 d.o.f.
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Note, furthermore, that these bounds one can be also
relaxed by a factor of 5–6 due to the breaking of theSU(2)L
symmetry@8#. Therefore, assuming that the neutrino tran
tions involve the first and third families, the required value
e is compatible with the phenomenological limits.

The challenge to this solution is related to the requir
value of the parametereel8 , since universality experimenta
tests in the leptonic sector are very much stringent. In R
@16# constraints involving the second and third lepton fam
lies, i.e., interactions involving transitions of the typ
nm↔nt were obtained. It was found that@16#

emt8 ,3.831023. ~10!

Note, however, that the parameter relevant for our pres
analysis of the solution to the solar neutrino problem nec
sarily involves the first neutrino family (ne). Such a con-
straint can be obtained following the same steps as in R
@6#. No direct limit can be obtained foreet8 . Nevertheless,
sinceeet8 5eem8 2emt8 , limits on this parameter are found con
sidering the experimental constraints of Eq.~10! and limits
on eem8 .

Nonzero values foreee (emm) give additional contribu-
tions to thenee→nee(nme→nme) cross section, and can pu
constraints oneee andemm @6#. We use the most recent da
about thenee→nee total cross section@17#. This cross sec-
tion is a function ofeel andGnene

A /GF ~the axial part of the

effective coupling of the respective interaction!. We obtained

22.56,Gnene
/GF,0.63 ~11!

at 90% C.L. for arbitraryGnene

A /GF . This is not a trivial

result. We are considering neutrinos propagating in an un
larized medium. In this case,eet8 ;1 implies that the forward
amplitudes ofnee andnte scatterings are very close to eac
other. Nevertheless this does not necessarily mean tha
cross sectionss(nee) and s(nte) are identical. This is be-
cause the unpolarized medium averages out the axial co
bution to the forward scattering@18#, while both axial and
vectorial couplings have to be taken into account in the c
culation of the cross section. The standard model limit is a
included in Eq.~11! for Gnene

/GF5Gnene

A /GF50.

To avoid large effects ine1e2→ l 1l 2 ( l 5e,m,t) scatter-
ing at the~CERN! e1e2 colliders LEP-I and LEP-II ener-
gies, the only possible option is the case where the
changed particle is a charged Higgs boson@15#. The Michel
parameters for the decays ofm andt can be used to test th
hypothesis of a charged Higgs boson@19#. We found, by
arguments similar to those of Ref.@19#, that only Higgs trip-
lets or doublets plus triplets can be allowed to haveeee'1.

Taking the value quoted by Bargeret al. @6#, 20.18
,Gnmnm

/GF , 0.14, we obtained thateem8 is bounded to

20.81,eem8 ,2.70, ~12!

at 90% C.L. Using the constraints from Eqs.~10! and ~12!,
we finally obtain

-
t fit
1-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 097301
21.81,eet8 21,1.70 ~13!

at 90% C.L. From this constraint, we conclude that it
possible to satisfy the experimental constraints of FD c
plings, and at the same time to be compatible with the
lowed region of the solar neutrino analysis. Additional ca
tion is necessary, because the same FD couplings that in
neutrino oscillations can also change the detection cross
tion s(nee→nee) used for SK. We check that the absolu
values of the elastic cross section inside the range give
Eq. ~11! are compatible with the assumed theoretical err
of the solar neutrino fluxes used in the solar neutrino an
sis. Also the shape of recoil electron in SK is not chang
significantly due to the FD couplings.

Concluding, we have shown here for the first time a qu
titative analysis of nonstandard flavor changing and nonu
versal flavor diagonal neutrino interactions with electrons
a possible candidate to solve the solar neutrino problem.
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ing the parametersueel8 21u!1 and eel'102421023, we
can obtain a fit for the combined analysis of the solar exp
ments total rates, the SK energy spectrum, and the SK ze
angle dependence, comparable in quality to the most
cepted solution to the solar neutrino anomaly based on u
neutrino oscillations. We conclude that constraints on fla
violation and nonconservation of universality still allow us
small eet and a large value foreet8 , which are compatible
with the preferred values of our solar neutrino analysis.
this solution, no spectrum distortion, no significant zen
angle dependence, and no seasonal effects are expe
Also, only negative results are expected in long-baseline
periments due to the very large oscillation length.
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